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I, INTRODUCTION 
ihunerous studies of the cost of rr.illc production have shovm 
that on many farms milk is produced at little or no profit to 
the o\mevi yetj by ?dse selection and. intelligent and economic 
feeding J other dairymen secure good profit fror-i aows of equal 
quality. The average production of butterfat in the better 
developed dairy states is only slightly above 160 pounds annual­
ly* Ecklea (19) maintains that this average could easily be 
raised above 200 pounds with wiser feeding and management• 
In 1907 the Iowa Agricultural ExperiKent Station (37) pur­
chased, for experimental purposesj a group of cows frora the 
Arkansas Ozark region as best representing the scrub or unim­
proved stocki, These cows, when given good care and feed, 
averaged 187 poxmda of fat v;hich is about 80 per cent greater 
than the average for Arkansas* Likewise, the Minnesota station 
(19) some years ago purchased at the atoclcyarda a group of cows 
of xmknown breeding to be iised in a demonstration of breeding 
with a purebred sire. When given a good ration this group 
averaged 196 pounds of fat annually, which is considerably 
above the United States mean production# Several years ago 
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Cornell university (50) 
contracted for the management of a neighboring dairy farm for 
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teo years» Dxiring the two years of college management the herd 
of 17 cows averaged 47 per cent more than the moan of the year 
preceding and the year following. 
Such exasiples shovj that unwise feeding is very often the 
limiting factor to profitable Kiilk production. 
The dairy oov is particularly well adapted for consuming 
and utilising large quantitJ.ea of coarse, fibrous feeds, though 
she responds larsll to grain feeding. Hence the question of 
v/hat constitutes wise feeding often resolves itself into one 
of the physiologic and economic efficiency of rations contain­
ing different amounts of grain (when fee to dairy cov#s). 
One \?ould hardly expect high producing cows to maintain 
a high yield when consuBiing a ration of roughage alone, because 
such a ration is so bullcy as to prevent the intake of sufficient 
nutrients for maxlurum production. And yet, as a rule, roughages 
are more plentiful on most fanns than grain crops, especially 
in recent years vjhen there has been a marked increase in pro­
duction of hay and pasture crops at some sacrifice in grain 
production. Under these conditions the advisability of sup-
plementing roughage rations with grain becomes a question of 
interest to laid-v/estem dairy farmers. 
This investigation was conducted to determine whether 
grain should be added to a ration of good roughage, and to 
what extent when feeding well-bred dairy covi/s. 
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The difficult^' of gaining a clear-cut answer to these 
quest5.ons made it advisable to consider carefully the design 
and data analysis for this ex-perinient. All previous investi­
gators v^itii a sirdlsir object have failed to consider the Ijai-
portance of carefully plamiing ar: experiment and subjecting 
the collected data to a valid statistical analysis. Conse-
qi3.ently the interpretation of experimental results has often 
been Incomplete and, perhaps in soae eases, invalid. 
In smffluary, the objectives of this investigation are as 
follows.* 
le To test the physiologic and economie efficiency of 
rations containing different maounts of grain, -fihen fed to 
dairy cattle* 
2. To study the effects of the size of an animal on its 
efficiency st utilizing the nutrients of roughage and grain, 
and roiigha^e alone, and on its capacity for consuming total 
digestible nutrients and dry iiiatter* 
5* To test the value of a modified double change-over 
method in feeding trial experimentation. 
<*<* (3 ** 
11. REVIEW 0? LITERATURE 
In order to develop a comprehensive reviev; of the liter­
ature on the value of roughage in the dairy ration it sssras 
•wise to discuss briefly the importance of roughage in the diet 
of young dairy animals^ as well as its importance to mature 
cows • 
A. Roughage in the Calf's Ration 
Although inilk is the natur-al, complete food for animals 
during the infantile stag© of growth, it is inadequate as a 
diet for more Hiaturs subjects, and attempts to raiss mimals 
to matiarity on sols milk diets have generally failed. Davenport 
(16) conducted a series of experiments in whicli. he fed calves 
both v/hole and skiniii-ilk alone, and supplemented vilth. roughage 
and grain. He reported that calves on milk alone showed raven­
ous appetites, enlargement and stiffening of the joints, spells 
of dizziness followed by fits, and difficult locoraotion. The 
calves grev/ well for three or four months, after which the 
growth rate declined rapidly and the aniiuals finally collapsed. 
The addition of hay or stra\'i! to the diet corrected these diffi­
culties. Later work by i^cCandlish (40), Eckles (19), and 
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Hufftnan (36) confirmed tiae results obtained by Davenport. 
Herman (32) made an extensive study of this question and 
found that dairy calves fed diets of milk alone and milk sup­
plemented V7ith rironj copper, manganese and cod liver oil luads 
supernormal grov/th^ but vrere unable to su3:'vive after 1S~15 
months of age. Death was preceded by anorexias dyspnea, and 
physical Y/ealmess. Postmortem examination findings v?ere 
characterised by hemorrhages of the lun^js, kidneys, thyraus, 
and heart. Enlargement of the thymus and degeneration of the 
hear-tmusclea were usually noted, and the digestive tractj ex­
cept for the abomasuffij, was underdeveloped. The nature of the 
dietary deficiency responsible for death ^ ias obscure, but 
available evidence suggested a vitamin deficiency. 
The studios cited above are of considerable scientific in-
terest, but from a practical standpoint they are, perhapsnot 
so important. Cheaper feeds normally replace milk in the diet 
of the young dairy aniiaal, entirely or in part, \vithin a few 
months, so that actiially one wou].d seldomj if ever, have oc­
casion to feed iTillk alone to an animal from birth to maturity. 
To relate a more nearly normal situation, ijrnuediately 
after birth the baby calf starts consuioing valuable ruilk^ 
The feeding of whole milk soon becomes an item of considerable 
economic importance to the dairy farmer, and hence, there is 
naturally the resort to a cheaper source of food nutrients as 
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soon as tlie calf can take thein« One of the first steps, as 
early as is practically possible, is to i^eplace the whole Billk 
of the calf's diet v/ltii skiifiinllk. 
Eckles states (19) ^ "The skirajiilk fed calf, raised accord­
ing to modern methods differs little, if any^ in size, quality, 
thrift, and value from the same aniirial vnien raised by the GOV;." 
lie recommends that about 20 gallons of v^hole milk be fed be« 
fore changing to skiiimi3.k. The Storrs station, as cited by 
Kcklss (19), reports success in raising cal-ves with only seven 
gallons^ of whole milk before iaakiag such, a change. In 1934 
Converse and Meigs (15) stated that they had s^xccessfully 
reared calves v.'ithout whole milk. Tney confimied these re­
sults in 1936. Prom Ashbourne, South Africa, Archer and co« 
workerv's (5) report that they have reared calves frora birth 
without whole milk, separated milk plus cod liver oil being 
fed after the colostrum was gone. The grov?fch rates \vere normal 
and the health of the animals excellent. 
In their article on calf raising in the U.S.D.A, Yearbook 
for 1939 (57) Shepherd and Converse state that by the time the 
calves are six months old the feeding of skiijiinilk can bo dis­
continued. At this time they are still growing rapidly, but 
can liiake good grovfth on good quality roughage feeds plus a 
little grain up to one year of age, at which tlnse the anisjials 
may do well on roughage alons. In sorae irrigated sections of 
tho west, heifers allowed access to good quality alfalfa iiay 
have raade nor^ial or near normal growth from birth on skiirrmilk 
plus the alfalfa without grain or with only liniited quanti­
ties (64). 
Headier (SO) reported a liveweight of 650 pounds for 
Holstein heifers 12 months of age which had received alfalfa 
hay and skiimiiilk i^ith only one-half pound of grain daily from 
hirth to six months j and only alfalfa hay froxQ then on. The 
hay consumption averaged 13 pounds per head daily at six months 
of age, 19*5 pounds at nine months, and 26 pounds at 12 months# 
Graves and associates (26) reported an experiment in which 
seven Jersey hiill calves were started on artificially dried 
roughage exclusively at six months of age. The anlciala grew 
slower than average (accordiiig to Ra^;3dale'3 Standard (55}) 
and they mre 95 pounds lighter than normal at 18 months. These 
results indicate that the age of six months is too early to 
start calves on roughage alone# 
The results of an extensive trial at lewisourg, Tennessee 
(25) seem to warriuit the conclusion that Jersey heifers from 
12 months on will make satisfactory grov/th v/hen given free 
access to good quality eia.chine-dried hay in vdnter and abundant 
pasture in the suraner. Experir-ents at Jemerette^ Louisianaj> 
as cited by Graves (26), and at the Wyoming Station (64) con­
firm the above results. 
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Sckles (19) showed tMt tlie dlfferoncs between heavily 
fed and lightly fed heifers Y^as more Kiai^ked upon weight than 
on siceletal grov/th. He concluded that it is possible to in­
fluence the rate of growth, size when Eiature, and even type 
to some e:xtent by liberality of the ration during the growing 
season, and by decreasing the ago at first calving. But with­
in the liiiiits of variation, even far beyond noriaalj the charac­
ter of tli.e heifer's ration with reference to amount of nutrients 
supplied does not exert any appreciable effect upon her railking 
functions when she beconies liiature# Eckles sugi;-;ests that or­
dinarily some grain should be fed for a time after skinBiilk 
feeding is discontinued., 
B. Roughage in the Cow's Ration 
1. Value of Bulk 
Since ruminants are naturally fitted to handle large 
quantities of fibrous feeds in their dietj some investigators 
consider bulk an important requisite to proper dairy cattle 
nutrition® Amadon (4) states that coarse feeds are necessary 
for normal rumination# He fouiid that animals fed on finely 
ground feeds failed to ruminate, and concluded that coarse 
feeds initiate rumination by rubbing and irritating the raucous 
iTjembranes of the rumen# Concentrates, especially v/hen finely 
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ground, were foimd to pass directly thx'ough the rumen and 
reticulum into the oiiasum and aboaiasura without bein^ regiirgi~ 
tated* 
Michigan -iyorkers {48) deny that bulk is an important fac­
tor to consider in K&klng up a j^rain ration* They fed a number 
of grain feeds, varying in bulk, to 30 steers before they v/ere 
slaughtered. B'ollowing slaughter, an examination of the ruuien 
contents was mde, and results showed that from the aniiiiEils re­
ceiving the heaviest feed (linseed meal) only about 0.6 per cent 
of the feed was recovered as boli eight hours after ingestion. 
The feeds were found well mixed with the ru^nen contents, due 
to the ability of the r^urasn to break up and dissolve boli, and 
the most cohesive feed was perfectly Iriandled by the covis v.dth~ 
out the need of addit3.onal bulk. These investigators also found 
that cowB receiving as much as 14 pounds daily of linseed meal 
for several months, as the only grain, rsKiainad healthy and 
maintained good appetites. 
From further feeding experiments at the Michigan Station 
(2) it was reported that where concentrates were fed alone to 
dairy cows, for a considerable length of time, the calves 
dropped \vere usually blind or paralysed, a considerable number 
being aborted. It was concluded that hay, as well as cod liver 
oil, or ailage, carried some factor or factors necessary for 
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proper reproduction and that although rougliage is bullcj-, ex­
pensive to handle^ and cannot be used to supply ©zcessively 
large amounts of nutrients, it is a more nearly complete diet 
for the niBiiaant than grain alone# 
i<bTTis and Coletti of the Iowa Station (49) (15) studied 
the value of bulk and fiber in the dairy ration from a differ­
ent angle« They conducted an oxperiment to test the effects 
of different levels of fiber intake on the efficiency of irdlk 
production and the general ^ /ell-being of dairy cows. It 
found that, although restricting the crude fiber intake of higii 
producing cows to 0.S5 of a poimd daily per hundred pounds live-
weight did not lower the efficiency of milk production, the 
amount of rougiiage fed at this level was not sufficient to 
satisfy the covif^s appetite for bulk# Feeding at the rate of 
0*5 of a poujid of crude fiber daily per hundred pounds live-
weight limited the total digestible nutrient consuanption so 
that the production of high producing cows was reduced. They 
concluded, therefore, that the optiBium aj?iount of cimde fiber 
in the ration of high producing cov/s is between 0*25 and 0.50 
of a pound daily per hundred pounds live-?;eight» 
From the foregoing diacuasion it Is quite apparent that 
t;he extreme of feeding dairy co-ws no roughage at all, or only 
limited (Quantities of roughage, is an impractical one^ Mien-
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ever an all-grain ration is fed, supplements of minerals and 
vitamj-iis are needed to niaintain health and normal body func­
tions (41) (43) (44). Some might ask if it would not be de­
sirable to feed a ration of high concentrate and restricted 
roughage content to cows from vijhich very high production, is 
wished, in order that they might consiime the MaxiHum amomt 
of nutrients. This, too, is not practical since nutrients 
from roughage are usually less expensive than those from 
grain* Purthermore, it has been adequately shovm tiiat cattle 
find rations ?/ith roughage more palatable as ruminants 
their physiology is especially adapted for handling coarse 
feeds? and lastly, extremely high production is the exception 
rather than the rule — cattle may well produce at above the 
average level v^hile consuming large quantities of coarse feeds 
(record cows are knom to consume an abundance of roughage 
feeds)« 
2o Feed costs. 
Wyoming v/orkers (65) raade a survey of feed costs on 184 
irrigated farms in their state. Figures showed that barley, 
with a yield of 1S44 pounds per acre, was produced at s cost of 
I2I.5O while alfalfa, with a yield of 2.07 tons per acre was pro­
duced at a cost of |20»23» According to these figures the di­
gestible nutrients in alfalfa were ps?oduced at one-half ths cost 
of those in barley. 
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Graves aud associatss (24) studied the cost; of producing 
various feed, crops iri certain of the mid-v;estern states. They 
found that alfalfa hay produced a greater quantity of total di­
gestible nutrients per acre than any other crop' (18 per cent 
more than corn, which ranked second). The cost of producing 
100 pounds of total digestible nutrients was the same for al­
falfa and tiaothy hay. These hays produced nutrients at less 
cost than any other crop, with clover a close second. Compared 
ivith alfalfa hay, the cost of production was 34 per cent greater 
in husked corn, 154 per cent greater in corn silage, 155 per 
cent greater in oats, 189 per cent greater in wheat, and 111 
per cent greater in barley. 
5. Rougha,<j;e variety and succulence. 
Some investigators consider roughage variety an iraportant 
factor in compounding a dairy ration. Meigs and Converse (45) 
maintain that cows which are fed on grain 7dth either timothy 
or alfalfa hay as the sole roughage are likely to consume rather 
small quantities of roughage and sometimes haveperiods of di­
gestive disturbances. Feeding the other kind of hay under such 
circumstances was often folloived by rapid recovery from the di­
gestive depression. The continued ad libitum feeding of high 
quality alfalfa and timothy together resulted in a decidedly 
larger consumption of liay and in a larger milk yield than when 
alfalfa of good quality was the only hay fed. 
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Viest Virginia workers (35), on the other hand, compared 
a ration of soybean hay and grain ^jith one of soybean hay, corn 
silaiie and grain, and found very little difference in milk produc­
tion and gains or losses in livev/eight on the two rations* 
Morrison (50) suggests that variety in rougha^^es is not so 
important as soiae would have us believe. Sckles agrees (19) and 
states that doubtless the greatest importance of variety ss a 
consideration in compounding a daii'y ration comes from the fact 
that it usually lends to a better balance on nutrients. Hence, 
if high quality roughage is uaedj the value of variety is minimiz­
ed. 
I&ny successful feeders have considered succulonce as ?;ell 
as variety to be a priirie essential in the ration of a dairy cow. 
The Storrs Station (62) has conducted s number of trials studying 
the value of succulence in the dairy ration. These results show­
ed that the inclusion of silage in one case and of water-soaked 
beet pulp in another failed to give any appreciable or consistent 
advantage over a ration containing no succulence., when water was 
constantly before the animals in the stalls. The total dry matter 
intake was not affected by the presence of a succulent feed. 
Converse (14) studied the value of silage in the experimental 
ration and found that the ration containing silage was slightly 
superior to one containing mixed hay as the only roughage. Work 
at 'nontanfi (11), Utah (10), and Purdue (SO) also indicated that 
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rations con tabling silage vjere slightly superior to those con­
taining no succulence. Other results, of the Ke'oraska (60), 
Arizona (68), and. Nev; Ifexico (22) Stations, showed that it imde 
little difference in milk and butterfat yields whether or not 
silage i»as fed. Investigations at the Vii'ginia (54) and Vei'mont 
(8) Stations confirm the latter mentioned results. 
4. Different levels of roughage. 
Although raost dairymen will agree that it is good to have 
some succulence in the cow's rationj it is ?.'ell ImoYm that in 
certain of the Western States, v;here silage production is ex­
pensive, JTiany farmers feed alfalfa as the sole v?inter rough­
age, or even as the entire diet year after year and obtain very 
good results. One of the first experim-ental investigations in 
Vjhich alfalfa hay was used as the sole feed for dairy cattle was 
by "Woll in 1918 (69). He stated tliat feeding alfalfa hay ex­
clusively to dairy cattle had frequently produced excellent re­
sults in the past. As an exaraple, one herd of 23 cows in a 
California cow-testing association averaged 410 pounds of butter-
fat on no other feed than alfalfa. The results of the investi­
gation showed that good production was obtained from well-bred 
dairy cows by feeding roughage alone, though this production 
could be appreciably increased by using a variety of feeds. 
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Results frorn the Nevada Station (51) indicate that con-
tlmious ad llbituni feeding of alfalfa hay as the sole ration 
is not detrimental to the health of dairy cattle and does not 
affect their ability to breedt 
Graves and associates (24; report the results of an ex­
periment designed to corapare the relative merits of roughage 
alone and roughage plus grain fed at the rate of one pound for 
each three pounds of milk produced. In this trial the 15 cows 
on the alfalfa hay ration averaged 11,125 pounds of inilk and 
S89.6 pounds of butterfat (mature basis) for 24 lactations. Tnis 
vms 57 per cent as nrach milk and 60 per cent as much butterfat 
as they averaged under full-feed conditions. 
It is interesting to not© tliat seven coii?s -Rhieh v;ere fed 
the alfalfa hay ration for two consecutive lactation periods 
averaged 10 per cent less in butterfat production in the second 
lactation than in the first# The higher average prod.uction in 
the first Icctation might well have been due, at least in part, 
to the higher condition of the cows resulting from grain fe8d~ 
ing in preceding lactationse The decline in daily milk yield 
throughout the lactation period was more rapid ivhen the cows were 
on the alfalfa hajr ration than when they were under full-jE©ed 
conditions. Tairing the sixth month in lactation, the average 
dally milk production was 61.8 per cent of the maxinruin dally 
production on the alfalfa hay ration, aa compared with 85.6 per 
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cent of tiie maximum (during the sixth month) on full feed. 
On the alfalfa hay ration, tiie 15 cows consumed an average 
of 3.6 pep cent more total digestible nutrients per lactation 
than they required for maintenance and production* They con­
sumed only 74, 82, and 91 per cent of fcheir calculated require-
•ments in the first, second, and third month of lactation, 
respectively. Prom the fourth to the twelfth month there v/as an 
increase each succeusive month in the nutrients consumed in ex­
cess of roquireiaents# 
A comparison of nine records under both aystesns of feeding 
for the first 280 days of lactation (the average number of days 
that tae cows Vifere on the full-feed s-ation without pasture) shows 
that on the alfalfa hay ration the cows produced 62»5 per cent 
as iTiuch milk and consumed 53»6 per cent as much total digestible 
nutrients as when they were on th© full-feed ration. There were 
great variations in the ratio of production and the ratio of 
nutrient consumption for the nine records, however. On alfalfa 
hay alone they gave an average of 3«16 poundv^ of milk (5.57 per 
cent butterfat) for each pound of total digestible nutrients 
available for production^ as eosipared with an average of 2»71 
pounds of milk (3 *49 per cent bu.tterfat) for each pound of total 
digestible nutrients consumed above iiiaintenance requirements when 
on full-feed. 
The first extensive experiment to determine the effect of 
different planes of feeding on milk production was started in 
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1919 and ¥/s.s conducted at Hmtleys l&ntana under the supervision 
of the luS, Depai'tment of Agriculture (52).. In tliis experiment 
the t:toee rations compared were roughage alone, roughage and 
lirrited grain, and roughage plus a standard acraunt of grsin. 
Results shOTiaed the liiaited grain feeding to be most profit­
able j rox3.gh.age alone, second; and full-grain feeding least 
profitable. In interpreting these results, however, tlxree quite 
glaring sources of error are evident* Because of the desirability 
of obtaining records under the most favorable conditions for heredi­
tary studies, all of the animals completed a lactation period on 
the full-grain ration before starting on any of the other rations. 
Hence, first, the records Ejade by anl'aals on roughage and limited 
grain had the advantage of a greater age tlian those on full-grain; 
and second, there was the carry-over effect from the full-grain 
ration on the records niade when the ani^jials v;ere on roughage 
(seven of the ten records niade on roughage alone follo^'i'eQ the 
full-grain ration). Tliis residual effect is shOTO by the fact 
that the roughage-fed co\7s made their best montlily records the 
first month after freshening. Normally cows do not reach their 
peak in railk flOT/ until the second month, which was the case 
with the fTzll-fed and liinited-grain fed cows* What might be 
considered as further evidence of a cari'y-over effect is demon-
stratod in table I. It is noted that t.he COP/S fed no grain gave 
a larger portion of their yearly milk yield in the first three 
months of their lactation than did the grain fed cows. 
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TABLE I 
Percentage Milk Production by Tiiree-Month Periods 
Rou^Ii age Llmite d-gra in Full-"grain 
Lbs. P.ct. Lbs. P.ct. Lbs. P.ct. 
First S BOS. 4451 33.3 5198 51.3 4806 30.4 
Second 3 mos. 3497 26.3 4577 27.6 4272 27.1 
Third 3 jnos« 3086 23»2 3813 23.0 3760 23.8 
Fourth 3 moSe 22B1 17.S 3019 18.2 2955 18.7 
13295 100.0 16607 100.0 15795 100.0 
The third source of error is that the nutrients obtained 
from pasture could not be accurately calculated I'jhen the nu­
trient consumption on the various rations was figured. And in 
order to determine whether the cows on the roughage ration ob­
tained more nutrients from pasture than did the cov/s on the 
other rations, a compilation vsas made of the milk and bufcterfat 
production and feed consumption of the 10 coits on the different 
rations during the months in which they received no pasture. It 
is interesting that when on the roughage ration with no pasturSj 
the 10 com failed by a small aargin to consime sufficient 
nutrients to meet the calculated requirements» It v/as noted 
that the quantity of milk and butterfat produced, the ^ ain or 
loss in body weight, and the excess or deficiency in the re­
quired total digestible nutrients do not bear a close relation­
ship® 
The cows on limited grain gained an average of 90 pounds 
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in liveweiglit and consumed 2*4 per cent more nutrients than 
were theoretically required. The cov/s on the full-grain I'ation 
did not Biake much larger gains in hody weight than did the cov/s 
on limited grain. It appears that they waisted feed, the excess 
nutrients consumed over their requireKents for body maintenance 
and milk production anrounting to 29 per cent. 
The authors consider that the important point brought out 
by this investigation is that where roughages of the right quality 
are available, cows of more than the average producing ability 
have sufficient capacity to consume enough nutrients from rough­
age alone to meet their requirementsj and where cows are allowed 
all the roughage they v?ill consume plus grain at the rate of one 
pound to each t.iiree pounds of milk produced^ nutrients greatly 
in excess of their requii'ements v/ill be consumed and wasted* 
In 1925, six years after the Montana investigation TOS started, 
experijnental "work was coirmienced at the Uevada Station (30) to study 
the economics of feeding dairy cows on alfalfa hay alone as com­
pared with alfalfa hay plus grain* Headley summarized this work 
in 1935 (31) and also reported an ij^vestigation which Yi&a a con­
tinuation of the earlier experiment. 
Under price conditions prevailing in western Nevada from 
1926 to 1934, the cows on the all-hay ration produced raore ecO" 
nomically than did those receiving grain along with their rough~ 
age. However, vdth higher producing cows or with a low cost of 
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of grain relative to the cost of hay, the results might easily 
hnve favored grain feeding. Grain influenced production aueh 
more when fed to hlgh-produ-cing eov/s tiian v/hen fed to lov? pro­
ducers. The feeding of grain to low-prodiicers did not often 
increase the incom© over feed cost above that from cows on the 
all-hay ration. Low-producing coivs wei'-e able to obtain most 
of their nutrient requireirients from the alfalfa hay alone, and 
they inade little response in the way of increased production 
when grain was fed. On the other iiand, the feeding of grain to 
high producing co%"s resulted in greatly increased production 
and, under favorable price conditions, in greater income over 
feed cost. 
Willard (63) in 1934 reported the results of an experiment 
in which the effects of grain feeding were compared to no-grain 
feeding of dairy cows. Thirteen head of purebred Holstein cattle 
irere fed for a total of 30 lactations. They x'jere fed in two 
groups. Group I received no grain during the winter or sumier 
months. Group II received ground barley during the v/inter months, 
fed at the rate of one pound to five pounds of milk produced. Both 
groups received the sasie treatment on pasture and during the winter 
all cows received hay ad libitum. Frora the results, Willard con­
cluded that, with the great difference between the cost of rais­
ing grain and alfalfa {he calculated that the digestible nutrients 
in alfalfa niay be produced at about one-third the cost of thtoae in 
grain), it would not be profitable to feed grain to cowa with no 
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more ;lnherited capacity for inllk production than his cows 
possessed (300-S25 pounds of Mtterfat annually). He further 
asserts that cows i^ill re.'^ialn in good health from year to year 
on a hay ration and sit the same time produce a good supply of 
tnilk and butterfat. 
Graves and associates in 1940 reported the results of an 
extensive investigation at the Utah Station studying different 
planes of feeding upon milk and fat production (25)• The ob~ 
jectives of this trial were to cornpare four different planes of 
feeding from the standpoint of nutrient utilization and milk 
produotionj and to study their effects on persistency of milk 
production and upon the health and livevveight of the experi-
iTjental cattle. 
In this experiment 12 registered HoIstein cows were uaed^ 
each cov; being fed throughout one coraplete lactation period on 
each of the follovdng four rations: Pull-grain ration (alfalfa 
hay, corn silage, pasture in season, plus a grain mixture of 
barley, two parts; oats, one part; and wheat bran, one part - fed 
at the rate of one poimd of feed to each 4.53 pounds of milk pro~ 
duced)j ration I (alfalfa hay plus pasture in season)| ration II 
(alfalfa hay, pastiire, and ground barley); and ration III (alfalfa 
hay, pasture, and com silage). 
A summary of the results shovjs that; compared to their pro­
duction on the full-grain ration, the 12 cows produced 69«76 per 
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cent as much Mlk and 65.77 per cent as much butterfat on ration 
IJ 86.05 per cent as amch milk and 80#24 per cent as much butter-
fat on ration II; and 73.57 per cent aa much milk and 69.93 per 
cent as much butterfat on ration III (mature basis). 
There were no appreciable differences in liveiveight gains 
or losses. 
During the winter feeding season the cov/s cons-omed an 
average of SO.6 pounds of dry matter per day on ration I, 52,85 
pounds on ration II and 52.76 pounds on ration III. 
k criticism of this trial is the sarao as that mde of pre­
vious U.S. Departfisent of Agriculture vjork at Huntley, iibntana (52), 
which is that in every casej the lactation on the full-grain ra­
tion preceded the lactation by the saaie cow on the other rations. 
The tb-ree rations following the full-grain regime were apparently 
arranged in an unorthodox random order* 
An interesting point in this experir'ent is the one which 
seems to suggest the carry-over effect. On the full-grain ration 
most of the cov/s reached, their siaximum production in the second 
raonthj whereas, on the other rations practically all of the 
animals reached their peak daily production in the first month 
of lactation. In the sisth month of lactation^ the average daily 
yield (expressed as per cent of the daily yield in the highest 
month) was 82.2 per cent for the full-grain ration, 63.7 per cent 
for ration I, 66.8 per cent for ration II, and 72.7 per cent for 
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ration III. In the tenth sionth the relative percentages \vere 
59.7, 30.6, 58.0, and 33.2 per cent respectively. 
In 1932 Lindsey and Archibald (33) reported the results 
of an investigation in li^rhieh a high, roughage low grain ration 
was co-wpared v;lth a loi' roughage high grain ration. Tjiey foujid 
that the feed cost of milk production v/as practically the sasie 
for both groups. They concluded that under conditions such as 
prevailed in this ezperirnent, in order to keep cows looking well 
and producing near the llndt of their ability, reasonably liberal 
grain feeding must b© practiced. 
SiniiTis (58) conducted a trial to study the effect of rough-
a^,e rations on the milk production of Jersey cows in Tennessee. 
Sixteen registered Jersey cov/s Hiade 17 lactations on rations re­
stricted to machine-dried hay (largely leguiae) and pasture. Sioir 
average yearly production was 6,333 pounds of milk and 329 pounds 
of butter fat (mafiire equivalent). There was an average loss in 
liveweight of 33 pounds by the end of the lactation period# Tiie 
saine cows also Biade records under Register of Merit testing con­
ditions, when they received machine-dried legiicie hay, pasture, 
and liberal amounts of grain. Itadsr these conditions the cattle 
produced an average of 9,656 pounds of milk and 527 pounds of 
butterfat, with an average gain in body weight of 70 poxmds Qj 
the end of the lactation. On the roughage alone ration the cows 
produced 67 per cent as inuch milk and 62 per cent as much butter-
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fat as they produced under RoO.ivI. conditions, 
FroE another Termessse experiment %lie and Keel (70) 
conclude that good cowa can itiake a reasonable preoductior. \7ith 
a li^nited amount of grain if adequate pasture and roughage are 
avalloble» The ndlk and butterfat production vma slightly 
lower on a limited grc.in ration than on a full-grain re.tion^ 
but the incoiije over feed cost was greater. They conclude, slso, 
that a good all-year pasture for dairy cows laay reduce the con­
centrate requirements as much as one-half ton per cow per year, 
or approximately 50 per cent below tiie requirements of average 
summer-pasture practice# 
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III. EXPEHIiffiHTAL PROCEDURE 
A« Animals Used. 
Eighteen Holstein cows of the station herd were used in 
this investigation. They were divided into six outcome groups 
of three cows each, the animals of each trio being chosen so 
as to he ss nearly alike as possible with regard to age, size, 
stage of lactation and production* Data concerning these cows 
are fonnd In tahle II. Cows ha^dng the same group nutrtber in 
the tahle are tliose that were paired together. 
B. The Design 
This experlinent TOS confined to one lactation, and was of 
a modified double change-ox-er type* It consisted of three six-
week experteental periods v/ith one week hetween the periods for 
changing rations. The layout vma such tliat each cow received a 
different ration during each period; and, as can be seen in 
table III, each ration was preceded by each of the other rations 
an equal number of times throughout the trial. The experiment 
Y;as so designed that each animal of a group received a different 
ration than the other two individuals of the trio during a given 
TABLE 11« Data on Cows Used In tne Experi.'::ent; 
Outcosne ; Cow ;ivO« : Daya ; Mi Ik :Butter- Livewe Iglit 
Group t Ho . Breed ; at : of :Fresh :Prod > : fat at Start 
Ho . :Start : Previ-; at tfOT Ono : Teat of Exp. 
:of : : oias ; Start :Lacta- ; 
;Exper- :;Lacta- I of : t ion . ^ 
:ment :tlona : Ex 13 • :(M»B.Basis) • 
:Yrs .-Mo * t ; Ijt)S • 
1 1476 Holstein 3 - 2 1 62 16,070 3.4 1229 
1 1S34 (t 4 - 6 2 38 11,385 3.1 1463 
1 1479 II 3 - 2 1 S3 18,423 3.1 1181 
2 1521 J! 4 - 8 2 23 18,541 3 .3 1179 
2 1555 tl 3 - 3 1 19 16,755 3.5 1200 
2 1308 tt 4 - 1 2 8 14,736 4 .5 1329 
3 1263 IJ 5 - 7 2 117 17,007 3.6 1223 
3 1539 tf 6 -11 2 128 19,644 3.5 1257 
5 1302 U 4 -11 2 ISO 15,116 3.6 1103 
4 1639 fj 2 - 2 0 20 13,OoS 3.7 1052 
4 1602 tf 3 ~ 3 0 44 17,045 3.5 1025 
4 1613 tl 2 •» 4- 0 62 15,070 3.4 1095 
5 1604 iT 2 - 3 0 67 16,079 3 •«*? 1081 
5 1599 It 2 - 3 0 68 13,601 3.2 1091 
5 1607 U 2 - 2 0 64 15,789 3.2 945 
6 1497 n 3 - 0 0 135 17,634 3.1 1136 
6 3.581 ft 2 - 5 0 135 14,697 3.6 1097 
6 1589 ft 2 >. 4 0 120 17,854 2.8 1123 
•if- Calculated to a tiiree time per day itiatxire equivalent basis. 
TABDi: III 
Ttie Feeding Schedule by Periods (6 weeks each-• 
with one v^eek ijgtween periods for transition ) 
Outcome k_.,i 
Group JSo.": Gov? KG.. 
% 
* 
t Period I 
* 
: Period II 
« 
: Period III 
1 1476 
tr 
o 1263 Ration A Ration 3 Ration C 
5 1604 
1 1354 
5 1539 Ration B Ration C Ration A 
5 1599 
1 1479 
5 1S02 Ration C Ration A Ration B 
5 1607 
2 1S21 
4 1639 Ration A Ration C Ration 3 
6 1497 
2 1555 
4 1602 Ration E Ration A Hstion C 
6 1581 
2 1308 
4 1613 Ration G Ration B Ration A 
6 1589 
w The cattle were ranked {1-6) in the order of their ex­
pected performance. 
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period. Although this method of grouping is not entirely ran­
dom, it was done in order that the six anlinals on any ration in 
any ono period "be comparable to the sextet on each of the other 
rations« 
This particular plan v®s used so as to avoid, as far as 
possible, the difficulties (prlTiarily caused by the declining 
lactation curve and carry-over effects) that comaonly arise in 
interpreting the results of change-over trials, and to permit 
tests of significance of the differences between the ration 
effects» 
\Vith this design, each group of tiiree cows constitutes an 
independent experiment, of a type laomi as the 5x3 Latin square 
(21). 
Period COT/? 
1 2 3 
I A B C 
II B C A 
III C A D 
A valid estimate of experimental error -.oay be obtained by 
an analysis of variance, as follows: 
Source of variation "Degrees of freedom 
Between COVJS 2 
Betireen periods 2 




Differences bet^'een oovfs and between periods are not in­
cluded in the estimate of error, since bj the nature of the 
design they are excluded from the true errors of the ration 
means* Each of the six groups provides a separate analysis 
of variance of the above type® 'On combining the six analyses 
the following subdivision of degrees of freedom is obtained 
for the whole experiment; 
Source of variation Degree of freedom 
Between groups 5 
Between coivs vjithin groups 12 
Betvjeen periods vsitiiin grotipa 12 
Between rations 2 
Interaction of rations and groups 10 
Error 1^ 
Total 53 
The 12 degrees of freedom for between cowsj between periods 
and error are the totals of the corresponding terms in the in­
dividual groups. A similar set of 12 degrees of freedora is ob­
tained for between rations3 and it is divided into tvjo parts: 
Tv;o degrees of freedom for the average differences between 
rations over the vvhole experiment, and 10 degrees of freedom 
representing variations from group to group in the differences 
between the rations. If the differences between rations are 
the saae in all groups (apai't frojn experimental errors), the 
mean square for the terra should be no larger than the error 
mean square,and may be included in the error* The variance 
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for this term should be calculated separately, hov/ever, where 
the groups differ widely in yielding ability or in other re­
spects, such as breed. The remining five degrees of freedom, 
for the differences between the group totals, have no part in 
the individual analyses, being given here for completez^ess. 
In order to provdde fair estimates of the differences be­
tween the carry-over effects of the rations, three of the 
groups ^vere assigned to the I^tin square given above, and the 
remaining three to the complementary square. 
A B C  
C A B 
B O A  
This feature introduces no change In the method of analysis* 
C. Feeding and Management 
The coiriponents of each of the rations used in this ex­
periment were as follov;s; 
Ration A: 
1. Alfalfa hay 
S. Corn silage 
Ration B: 
1» Alfalfa hay 
2. Coma silage 
Limited amoimt of grain (1 pound of grain 
to each 7 pounds of milk produced) 
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Ration G; 
1. Alfalfa hay 
S. Corn silage 
3. Standard, arrjoimt of grain (1 pound of 
^^raln to each S»5 poimds of Hdlk 
produced) 
The grain mixture consisted of: 
Corn and cob meal • 
Oats « * . . 
Cracked soybeanis . 
Boneiaeal . « . 
Salt » , . . 
4 parts of weight 
4 parts by v/eight 
1 part by weight 
0.25 part by weight 
0»15 part by Tjeight 
All anii'iials while receiving roughage alone, weve fed a 
mineral supplement consisting of bonemeal and salt. The cows 
were fed all the hay and silaae they would clean up, and had 
access to water at all times. Grain and 3ila£';e were fed three 
times each day and hay vma fed tvdce daily. Eie feeding 
schedule by periods is given in table III. 
The cattle ?;ere milked three times daily at 8 hour inter­
vals. They remained in their stanchions nt all times except 
^7hlle being milked, when they ?;ere released from their experi­
mental stalls to go to the milking rooia about 60 feet away, and 
while being weighed (once each 'week). 
Each aninial was iveighed weekly, on Saturday, after the 
noon feeding. In addition to the v/eekly weighings, the covra 
were weighed on three consecutive days at the beginning and 
also at the end of each experimental period, in order to ob­
tain an accurate average for each aniinal. 
Co2nplete daily records of jnllk produced fuid of all feeds 
supplied to and refused by each cow were kept. 
The health and condition of the cattle were observed from 
day to day, and all facts of any apparent significance or value 
were recorded as noticed* All of the cows ^mr© tested for Bang's 
disease two ttoes during the experisient and for tuberculosis 
once. This veterinary v/ork was done under the direction of 
Dr. P. E. V'/alsh and i)r« V/* H« Chivers of the Veterinary'" Division 
of Iowa State College. 
The hay was sampled daily at the tirae of weighing out the 
day's feed# 
Silaije samples were f/eighed directly from the feed cart 
thrice daily as the cattle wre fed. These sasiples were first 
spread oi^t to air dry and then a period composite was made. 
They "iivere taken as defiiiite percentage portions of the daily 
feed# the object being to keep an accurate account of the dry 
matter consumed by the experimental aRiaals. 
All of the feeds were chemically analyzed for the foUor/" 
ing cons t ituents; 
1. Dry Blatter 
2» Ether extract 
5. Crude protein 
4. fiitrogen-free extract 
5. Crude fiber 
6. Ash 
The butterfat percentage of the milk of each cow was 
deterrnined once each week. This test was used to calculate 




Detailed data on the feed consvuaption nnd milk production 
of til© three groups of cows are given in tables IVj and VI» 
During the first expsrisiental period number 1263 became 
ill with a kidney cancer and had to be removed frora t:ae experi­
ment. In order to roalce the tables complete the feed consuiup-
tion and BIIUC production values for this animal were inserted 
by using group averages. These estimated values furnish a 
rough approximation of the expected performance of the missing 
cow, "but becaixse they are not actual the data on group 3 were 
omitted in tlie analysis of varimice of the dry matter consump­
tion and nutrient consumption in order to arrive at a aior© ac­
curate estijiriate of the ration effects. 
A. Dry Irlatter Consraiption 
It will be noted from tables IV, V, and VI that in every 
experiviiental period the total dry aiatter consmaption increased 
as the aiaount of grain in the ration was increased. The analysis 
of variance, as sho?m in table VII, reveals that these differences 
in dry matter consuinption bet?/e©n rations are highly significant. 
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^ Calculated from Morrison's Feeding Standards (50) 
*^Fat Corrected Milk (4^) 
•f Figures for this oow estimated, since she was removed from experiment durii 

tlon (of the Experimental Cows) for Period I. 
uary 21, 19^-)-0 (42 days) 
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3.2 50.0 1376.5 
3.0 65.B IB63.3 
3.4 35.q IO4O.5 
3.5 52.4 13S3.6 
3.2 4g.g 1341.7 

































l4.9 2413.6 3.1 74.g 2087-7 1447 - l4 
14.7 1801.6 3,& 68.5 17^7»6 1195-68 
14.7 1997.5 3.S 75-9 1937.5 1258 - 17 
i4.g 1773.3 3.5 62.1 1640.1 1059 49 
14.8 1527.0 3.2 48.9 13^3.9 1079 30 
14.7 1306.7 3.9 51.0 1287.0 1108 9 
1^19.7 381.2 ]iD43.S 7146 
14.8 1803.3 3-55 63.5 1674.0 1191 






































81.4 2237.9 1209 
76.1 2011.5 1320 
69.3 1854.9 1124 
61.8 1677.0 1089 
57.4 1626.7 935 
52.0 1^46.6 ,924 2.7 5 11! 
WrS— 3^^.0ia^5O~"57^ 









during this period. 
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T.ABLE V. DATA -ON-FEED -CONSUMPTieK-AND-MiiX PRODUeTieH-'-OP THS-EXpmiM 
January29.' 19'^e--to-March--i0-.--i9^i-0 (^2 days 
iTotal Digestible Hutrrenta Feed Consumed 
Outcome;Cow Grain Alfalfa ;Corn. ; Cons'um- quir­:Defici 8ncy 
G-roup : No. lbs. Hay ;Silage ij ed ed :'or 5!xc8ss {Jrain. :Rou 











! % Iba. : lb 
Roughage Alon« > 
2265 9^9 1 1479 0 701 766 -iSl -19; 3 0 12 
2 1555 0 4g7 2112 635 S29 ^194 -23.4 0 10 
3 1302 0 613 1767 629 J&2 ^i53 ^19.6 0 10' 
4 3.602 0 65s 173^ 644 792 -i4'g -IS. 7 0 lOi 
5 1607 0 ^0 l4g4 542 703 -161 »22.9 0 
6 15^1 0 417 1767 535 6B6 -151 ^22.0 0 •-gl 
¥otal 0 "'FiF' 111^^7 3751 hjkl ^990 0 61J 
Average 0 569 125^ 625 790 -165 -20.9 0 10; 
Ave. Daily 0 13.6 44.2 li^.9 IS.S 
-3.9 0 24 
Limited G-rain 
1 1476 210 52g 1620 715 79^ - 79 - 9.9 191 31 
2 1303 29^i- 613 2043 g99 959 - 60 - 6.3 267 11; 
3 4 1263 252 1639 760 g42 ^ &2 
- 9.7 229 91 
^ 1613 273 ^13 1677 765 g^7 ^ g2 - 9J 24g 9i 
5 1604 210 605 146^ 723 795 - 72 - 9.1 191 9; 
6 15S9 273 ^79 13^9 694 796 -102 -12. S 24g s: 
Total 1512 32S6 9332 455fe 5033 .477 137^ 561 
Average 252 54g 1639 759 ^39 - SO -9.5 229 9! 







































































Calculated from Morrison's Feeding Standards (50) 
Fat Corrected Milk {H-^) 
I Figures for this cow estimated, since she \ia,8 removed from experiment ir 

l-BfENTAL-GO'vfS FGR-PEBIOD II' 
}tsr--eoris-uni8d:CriTd;e ;Crude • Prodv-ction . Ave. ; Gain 
• • : :Fll3sr"' :Proteln « • •?F!F- Live- :or 
lough- 5 Tot al : Consiiraed • J Consumed Milk ;B. FatjB. Fat F.O.M. weighl fc;Los8 
age : '.Per 100 5 protein lbs I Teat ; : In 
lbs. ; lbs. ;lbs. Llvs- ;ln Eation • • • • ;Weight 




























3.0 60.g 1723.5 1210 76 
3.9 53.6 1353.2 120g ^2 
3.7 51.6 129^^.4 1119 7 
3.7 %.g I2g4.5 1045 -13 
.1 42.5 llg5.g 961 - g 
.!• 40.4 999.3 1095 - ^  
" s'sys— 
B 1307.5 1106 16.7 
1.19 31.1 0.40 
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In Period I. 
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2 1321 315 
1302 210 
1639 252 
5 1607 1^9 
6 1^97 210 
0 653 1917 711 
0 596 1303 657 
0 60k 1911 632 
0 625 1930 706 
0 563 1557 •595 
0 564 1633 60? 
0 10306 J95O 
0 603 1301 660 


















































































































































Ave. Daily 3.5 13.0 1.9 
^ Calculated from Morrison's Feeding Standards (50) 
Fat corrected nillk 
"f Figures for this oov/ estimated, since she was removed from Experiment in 
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in Period I 
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The standard ex-rov for th.e iaeBn of 15 cows for a six-week 
period is 54.16/\fIF " 13.98 pounds, or l.gO per cent of the 
mean, 1163o9» The avepa^^e daily consumption of dry matter 
vias 24.39 potrnds on roUi^hati;e alone, 2S»16 poiKids on limited 
grain snd 31.78 pounds on the full £;rair). ratione The pounds 
of dry matter consumed dally per 100 pounds liveu'cigiit wore 
2.12 for ration A, 2.44 for ration B and 2*74 for ration C» 
TABLS; VII 
Analysis of '/ariance of Dry Matter Consurc,ption 
Units: Total consumption per cow per,period^ in lbs. 
Source 5egreei"'~~"^'5ar' laean 
of of • of sq-aares 
variation freedom squares 
Between groups 4 378,778 94,695'"" 
i3etv.'een eov/a v,'ithin 
groups 10 273,936 27,394""" 
Between periods 
within groups 10 218,722 21,872^"" 
Between rations 2  677,249 338,625"""" 
Ration X group 
interaction 8)-»o 22j531):-o r/of.- 2,816)p 
Error 10) ^  30,255) ' 5,026) 
Total """W^ 1,601,471 
Highly significant 
Mean consumption ~ 1168.5; standard deviation = 54.16 
Coefficient of variation « 54.16/ll6S,9 = 4,63^ 
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Although the addition of grain to the ration caused a 
decrease in the consumption of nutrients froiri the roughage 
portion, there was a significant increase in the total nutri­
ent conauinption, as csn be seen in table VIH. This was also 
true in the 1938-39 feeding experiment at this station (A de­
tailed report of this experiment has been given in a previous 
paper (6)). 
TABLE VIII 
Effect of Grain in the Ration on Seducing the 
Amount of Brj ils^tter Consumed from Roughajje 
: :Ai!io\mt of;D,M, in 
; Dry Ivlatter Con3umed(Av.Los .Daily);D.M« in :grain a-
Ration ; : : ssi'Dugha^^e :l30ve that 
; Total !Roughage : Grain jreplaced treplacing 
: : : :by grain jrou^ha^e 
* - • • r\ r.'T 
» « «s « V 
:A 24,39 24«39 
1939-40:B 28.16 22.57 6.59 1.82 3.77'"" 
:C 31.78 21.60 10.18 2.79 " 7,07''"'" 
tk 27.25 27.25 
1938-59tB 30.25 25.45 
;0 32,80 21.68 
4.80 1.80,, 3.00,, 




The curves in fig. 1 show the dry matter consumption for 
each period* It is interesting to note that the consumption 
increased as the experiment advanced. Wormally one would ex­
pect the consiuiiption of nutrients to decline since there is a 
definite decline in milk production toward the end of the lac­
tation period. 
i3. Total Digestible Nutrient Consumption 
The optiauiTi requirements for nutrients to sustain .milk 
production and body xnaintensncsj as outlined in Morrison's 
Feeding Standards (50)^ were employed in calculating the 
nutrient requireiiients of the experimental co'ss. If the lower 
liciits suggested by Morrison were used, the so-called required 
nutrients for niilk production and maintenance would bs reduced 
by about 6-8 per cent# 
In every period, as Bho\m in tables IV, V and VI, the 
cattle on roughage alone failed to consume sxxfficient nutrients 
to meet the calculated requirements for niaintenance and milk 
production. Even if the lower limits suggested by Lbrrison had 
been useds this would still be true# The average deficiency 
in nutrient constanptlon on the i»ation of roughage alone v;as 
21e89 per cent, while there was an average per oov! per day loss 
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The eattl® on limited grain feeding consuned 10.84 per 
cent less than enough nutrients to meet the requirements, but 
oddly enough there was an average increase in livsvseight of 
0.11 poijnd per cow per day. 
the experiment as a ^A'hole, the cattle receiving s 
full grain ration consumed almost exactly the a:,!io;mt of nutri­
ents required for inaintenance and Kilk production. V^hile on 
the full grain ration, too, the cov^s gained in weight in all 
three periods. 
Tne analysis of variance of the total digestible nutrient 
consuBiption, as shown in table IX, reveals results which closely 
parallel those on the di^y iJiatter cons'uinption, Likev/iae, the 
curves in fig« 2 are quite similar to tliOvSe of dry matter con-
smsption sho?m in fige 1» 
TABI^: IK 
Analysis of Variance of Total Dlgesti.ble liutrient Con-
smiption 
Source of Degrees of Sum of .'iean 
variation freedom sq.uarea sqiiares 
Between groups 
























Total 44 863,822 
Significant;' Highly significant 
Mean consraiption - 739.09; standard deviation =, 38.08 
Coefficient of variation ' 38,08/739.09 = 5.15;c 
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C. Protein and Crude Fiber Consumption 
Tiiero was a gradual decrease in the percentage of protein 
in the ration from the first to the third period. This is 
doubtless due to tho decrease in the airioiint of grain fed as 
the railk production declined in the case of rations B and Gj 
while for the cows on roughage alonej, it is appar-ently due 
to the wider hay-silage ratio in the early part of the experi­
ment. For the trial as a whole the percentage of crude pro­
tein conswed \ms 12.9 for ration A, 13«5 for B and 13.9 for 
C. 
The average daily crude fiber consuiaption per 100 pounds 
liveweight vms 0.61 of a pound for roughai^e alone, 0.61 of a 
pound for l.tiiited grain and 0.60 of a pound for the full grain 
group. The consumption was considerably higher 3ii period III 
than in earlier periods;, which is probably due largely to th© 
decrease in the ainount of grain fed, and in the case of the 
ration of roughage.alone, to the increase in the amount of hay 
fed relative to the silage portion. 
D. Milk Production 
The average daily production of fat corrected niilk (table 
X) for the entire experiiaent was 30«3 pounds for the animals 
on ration A, 34.3 on ration B,. and 37.2 on ration C. Although 
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thsse figures evidence appreciable differences befc?;een the 
ration effects on milk production, they fall to give the 
complete picture. A further analysis is necessary to esti­
mate the variability of the data as influenced "by differences 
bet¥/een COY/S, betv/een groups, between periods, at cetera. 
If the assumption is laade tliat there has been no carry­
over effect in changing frojn one ration to another, the simple 
analysis of variance as given in tB.ble XI provides a satis­
factory breakdown of the I'^ation differences. 
This analysis reveals that the differences between rations 
are approxi-sately the saj?ie in all groups; i.e. the "ration x 
group interaction" mean square is less than the error mean 
square. Hence, this interaction may be included in the error 
term. The mean square for the ration effects (381,641) is 
highly significant, the error mean square being only 7,973. The 
standard error is 89.29 pounds per cow (total of six weeks), or 
6.27 per cent of the saean yield of 1424 pounds. 
With the assurance that residual effects of preceding 
treatments on milk yield are absent in an experiment of this 
type, the above analysis would be sufficient to discern the 
true ration effects on production. But, although in the case 
of total nutrient consumption, the auioxmt eaten in one period 
does not appear to have been influenced by the ration given in 
X 
Individual Yields of Fat Corrected Milk 
Units: Lbs, per cow per period (of 6 weeks) 
Period GROUP 1 Period artoup 2 Period 
Go%'S Totals Gov/s Totals 
JL 2 3 4 5 6 
I A1376 B2088 02238 5702 A1863 D1748 C2012 56 23 
II B1246 C1864 A17 24 4834 C1755 A13 53 B1626 4734 
III G1151 A139 2 B1272 3315 B1462 G1339 A1010 3811 
Totals 3773 5344 5234 14351 5080 4440 4648 14168 
GROUP 3 Period GROUP 4 Period 
Period Cows Totals Cows Totals 
• S 9 lO 11 12 
T~~" A1665'"' B1938 G1855 5458 47'0'1 
II B1517tf C1804 A129 3 4619 C15S5 A128 4 B1497 4316 
III 01360" A 969 B1233 3568 B1289 C1370 A10 59 3718 
i'btals 454S 4711 4386 13645 4208 4294 4233 12735 
GROUP 5 Period GROUP 6 Period 
Period Cows Totals Cows Totals 
13 14 15 16 17 18 
' • I A1342 B1344 G1627 4313 A1180 B1287 C1547 4014 
II B1294 G1312 A1186 3792 G1245 AlOOO B1297 ^542 
III C1317 A 903 B1066 3286 B10B2 G1078 A 887 3047 
Totals 3953 3559 11391 3507 3365 3751 10603 
A ® Rougliage alone » 22,875 
B * Limited grain ® 25^926 
C = Pull grain = 28,092 
Average daily " 25,926/756 
Average dally = 28,092/756 




s-Values Inserted for cov; which was removed from experiment diiring period I» 
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TABIE XI 
Analysis of Variance of Pat-Corrected Milk Produced 
(Assuming no Residual Effects) 
Units: Total production per cow per period in lbs. 
Source " ' Begrees Sum Mean 
of of of squares 
variation freedom squares 
Between groups 6 1,311,769 262,35r'' 
Between cows within . 
groups IIT 654,639 59,515'^" 
Between periods with­
in groups 12 2,235,115 186,260!;"': 
Between rations S 763,282 sai,64r'" 
Ration x group inter-
action ^^44!20 J 159,462 6,549) „ 
Error 10^^) 93,974) 9,397r''^''^ 
TOTAL 50 5,124,267 
f One degree of freedom subtracted for rtiissing cow. 
H'Two degrees of freedom subtracted for missing cow. 
•j:-> Highly significant. 
Standard error 89*29; Mean = 14S5.9 
Coefficient of variation = 89.29/1423.9 - 6.27/5 
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the previous period, there is reason to believe that with 
milk yield, such a carry-over effect is present. If this is 
true, the simple averages used above do not give an unbiased 
estimate of the ration effects. For Instance, with the layout 
shown in table III, ration A is preceded by ration C in both 
the second and third periods, and likewise B by A, and C by 
B« If A is the poorest ration and C is the best, the ;,:ilk 
yields for ration A may be increased by the beneficial carry­
over effect of C, while those for C may be depressed by the 
carry-over effect of A. The curves for railk production shovm 
in fig. S illustrate the existence of such effects. As an 
exainple, in period II the animals on ration C, of the phase, 
A C B, are shown to be actually increasing in production as 
tlie period advances. Since this situation never occurs mider 
ordinary conditions, it soem that the cows were depleted of 
some of their body reserves while receiving ration A (rougliage 
alone) and then, when changed to a higher plane of feeding, 
the rise to normal production was pending the repletion of 
body reserves, Qnder these circurastances the siinple averages 
would undorestliiiate the differences between the direct effects 
of the rations. 
Thus when carry-over effects are present, the averaae milk 
yields under each ration must be adjusted in some way to a\^old 
bias, and these adjustBients can be niade only if the design of 
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the experiE'ient enablos us to estimate the sizes of the carry­
over effects. There are several ways to estimate the residual 
effects, but in order to retain the full advanta^^e of the 
change-over design and to arrive at the liiost accurate estimates 
of the residual effects, as wll as tiie ration effects, a 
technique Imovm as the method of least squares is used. T'iiis 
method is given in detail by Cochran and associates (12), but 
will not he given in such detail in tiiis paper# 
By estimating the residual effects, as mentioned abovej 
the mean rallk yields can he adjusted, thus causing a rathjer 
marked alteration in th© magnitude of the original production 
means. These yields are shown in table XII. 
mm 111 
Mean Yields of Fat-Corrected Milk Per Cow Per 















(lbs) : (lbs) cent 
Roughage 1270,8 1251.5 
Limited Grain 1440,3 +169.5 +13.3 1441.7 +190.2 +15.2 
Pull Grain 1560.7 +239.9 +22.8 1578.7 +S27.2 +26.1 
Standard Error ± 20.3 ±28.7 
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The adjustraenta reduced tiae mean yield under roughage 
by 19 po\mds, and increased the mean yield imder full grain 
by about the same amount, those effects being in the direction 
anticipated* It is interestinj. tiiat the mean yield is prac­
tically unaltered for the cows receiving lirrdtsd grain, for 
which the beneficial carry-over effect frora full grain and 
the detrimental effect from roughage appeared to cancel. By 
failure to adjust for the carry-over effects, the differences 
between the rations were under-estiKated by aboiJt 11 per cent. 
The complete analysis of table X, showing the variation 
due to carry-over effects, is ^iven in table XIII. 
TABLH XIII 
Analysis of Variance of Pat Corrected Milk, Showing 
Variation .Due to Carry Over Effects (12) 





of of Squares 
Freedom Squares 
Periods 2 2,041,769 
Interaction of periods with 
groups 10 195,341 19,534-
Groups 5 A 1,311,769 262,354" 
Cows within groups 11 J 654,638 59,513' 
Rotations (Residual(ignoring 
( direct) 2 36,158 
(Direct 2 777,554 388,767' 
(Direct (ignoring 
( residual) g 763,882 
(Residual 50,409 25,204' 
Error 109,058 6,059 
Total 50 5,124,268 
One degree of freedom subtracted for missing cow. 
T\io degrees of freedom subtracted for mis sing cow. 
Significant. 
Highly significant® 
The mean sqitares for direct effects {S68, 767) and carry­
over effects (25, S04) arQ both significmitt The estimated 
standard error per cow (total of six weeks) is 77.84 pounds, 
or o»5 per cent of the mean of 1424 pounds, Th© cori'espond-
ing standard error for the mean of 18 cows is 21.4 pounds, or 
1.5 per cent of the mean (In calculating this value, allowance 
was njade for the jniasing cow^ since the effective replication 
was decreased by inserting estljaated values). The design at~ 
ta3.ned a satisfactory degree of precision; an observed increase 
of five per cent would have been detected as statistically 
significantji r^hile the actual differences betYijeen the ration 
means v/ere all highly significant. 
The rates of fall in yield from, period 1 to Period III 
differed greatly for the different groups of cows a This fact 
is reflected in the analysis of variance, the mean square for 
the interaction of periods 'v?ith groups being 19,o34 as aj^ainst 
6,059 for the error mean square. If the six cycles had been 
assigned to the 18 cov/s completely at random, with three cows 
to each cycle, the estiraatsd error mean square vrould have been 
ayproxiiiifltely (24 x 6,059 4 10 x 19,334) / 34 « 9,963. The 
procedure of first dividing the cows into six groups of three 
on the basis of expected yielding ability, therefore, resulted 
in a Biarked increase in precision. 
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Similarly^ the mean square iDetv/een cows In the same group 
Is much larger than the error mean square, which indicates that 
any estlinate based on group comparisons would have been subject 
to rauch higher experSiaental errors than those avoiding the use 
of group coiaparisons. 
There is, of course, nothing to be {rained adjusting 
the Rieans in cases inhere there are no carry-over effects. The 
important feature of this design is that it allows corrections 
to be Blade vdiere these are necessary. An examination of th© 
records or the lactation curves will usually be STsfficient to 
decide the issue. 
E» Physiologic Efficiency 
Some workers have reported that the milk output per pound 
of digestible nutrients consumed above maintenance requirements 
is apparently larger for cows on a rather low plan© of feeding 
than for more liberally fed animals (50), Other investigators 
(25) maintain that vdthin certain limits each Individual cov; 
produces butterfat in proportion to the amount of digestible 
nutrients she consumesj and when the number of pounds of butter-
fat produced in a year is divided Into the number of pounds of 
digestible nutrients consumed, a figure is obtained which is 
quite constant for any individual cow regardless of whether she 
is grain fed or not. 
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In the 1938-39 feeding experiment at this station (6) it 
was found that the amount of Kiilk produced per ponnd of digest­
ible nutrients consumod above maintenance xms greater for the 
covjs on high roiaghage rations than for the cows on rations of 
grain and ro\xghage« The differences were hii^hly significant# 
The resi;lts cited abo\re are confirmed by those of the 
present experiments As can be seen in Table XIV the difference 
between the rations with respect to the ratio, fat corrected 
ikIUc produced / total digestible mitrients consunied above main­
tenance, are highly significant. Tlais varae is 5«76 for the 
cattle on x-oughage alone, 4.09 for liciited grain and 3.20 for 
full grain. The standard error of 1.237 is 28»44 per cent of 
the mean, signifying that the I'atios for the experiitnent as a 
T/hole are quite variable. 
TABLE XIV 
Analysis of Variance of the Physiologic Efficiency of the 
Three Rations. The Measure ® the ratio, Milk produced / 
Nutrients consumed above ilaintenance 
Source of Degrees of Sum of •Mean 
Variation freedom-^ squares squares 
Between groups 4 4.019 1.005 
Between cows within 
groups 10 19.104 1,910 
Between periods 
within groups 10 56.129 5.6i3r,r 
Between rations 2 50.510 25.255"" 
Ration z group in­
^hs teraction 3.417)27,548 0'427 h. 530 
Error 10) 24.131) 2.413) 
Total 44 157.310 
tAnalysis run on 5 groups only; group 3 discarded due to 
missing cow. 
•iHi- Highly significant 
Standard error = 1.2S7; Ifean ® 4.35 
Coefficient of variation = 1.237/4.35 ® 2Q,M% 
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If ti.ie ratio, fat cor-rocted milk produced / total dii^ost-
ible nutrients consiiined, is -used as the rnepsure of physiologic 
efficiency, the difference between the rations ai=e barely aig-
niflcsnt, though they favor the higher roui.-ha(je levels of feed 
Ing. The average nuxiher of poimfis of Mlk prodv.ced for each 
pound of nutrients consumed is 2.05 for roughage alone, 1.92 
for limited grain and 1.81 for full grain. 
In the analysis of iDOth the Qoove measures of efficiency 
there are highly significant "ration x period interactions." 
This signifies that the efficiency of the cattle on high level 
of roughage intake decreases considerably as the stage of lac" 
tat ion advances j, so that oy the end of the third period the 
differences between the rations from the standpoint of this 
measurement are very slight. 
P. Regression of ivink Production on Size of Aniirial and 
Dry Matter Consuiription 
In order to determine the interrelationship of railk pro­
duced, livewe3.ght of the aniwal, and the araoimt of dry Matter 
oonsuviied, a luultipl© regression analysis was made using these 
three factors. Dry niatter consumption vrns used instead of di­
gestible nutrient consumption, but since these two variables 
parallel each other so closely (see figures 1 and 2) the re~ 
suits should be very siiailar to those that would be obtained 
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when using total digestible nutrient consumption as a third 
variable» 
As Is shown in table XY there y/aa an increase of 0.566 
(by 2»1) pound of fat corrected milk for each pound increase 
In dry matter consumption by the animals on ration A {This co­
efficient is independent of livev/eight). The figure is 0»790 
for ration B and 1.384 for ration C. These figures show that 
the productive value of dry Biatter in the ration increases 
quite rapidly sas the amoxint of grain fed is increased. The 
values seem abnormally different from one another, but as will 
be seen later this can largely be explaS-ned-. 
From the calculated regression coefficients it can be seen 
that at a given level of dry roatter eonsusption there vms a de­
crease of 0.065 pound of fat corrected milk produced for each 
10 pounds increase in liveweight for the cows on roughage alone. 
On the limited grain ration there v/as an Increase of 0.029 pounds 
while on full grain there v;as a decrease of 0.056 pound. 
The analysis further shov7s a very low correlation between 
livev^eight and milk production for the animals on roughage alone; 
yyi ® 0.128 (table XV). And, although the correlation between 
dry matter consumption and liveweight is quite high, the dry 
matter consumption - milk production correlation Is low, which 
helps explain the slight decrement in milk produced per unit 
increase in liveweight. The sirisll positive correlation (ryj^s 
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0.128} signifies that there is a vSlight increase in allk 
production as aize increases, but at increasing ainounts of 
dry niatter consiimed also (r2_g = 0.641) j whereas the regres­
sion, 'by]_,2 = -0.0065, is negative, the dry matter consump­
tion being held constant in this expression» 
Q),i ration B there is a relatively high correlation be-
tvreen Eiilk production and livev;eight (ry^^ ' 0.S69). Also on 
this ration 137 1»2 equals 0.0029, a positive value. For ration 
C, the values are; ryx ® 0.139j and by 1,2 = -0<,0056. 
In table XV is a summary of the regression analysis for 
the tljpee rations, ?/hen the three variables, milk production 
(Y), liveweight (Xj|_), and dry Hiatter consumption (X2) are 
used. It is seen that in the analysis on ration A, the use of 
three variables instead of two decreases the unexplained varia~ 
tion only from ff'y = 6.357 to - 6«g37. The P-test shows 
the multiple regression to be Insignificant, vdiich means tiiat 
because there were low correlations between milk production 
and dry matter consumption, and between milk production and 
liveweight, respectively, variations in either or both of the 
two independent variables (dry Hiatter consumption and livevjeight) 
did not cause appreciable changes in the volume of milk pro­
duced. For the liirdted grain group the multiple regression is 
significant, and in the case^of the full grain group it is highly 
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TABLE XV 










ry]S 0.128 Sj = 6,357 











Byl.2»"0.071,,. byl.2=-0.0056 ryi= 0,139 tfy = 8.245 
By2.1=» 0.6ir"""'b3r2.1= 1.3858 ry2= 0,537 (fy. 12=6.923 
•ri2° 0,345 
Tests of Significance of Multiple Hegr. as an Entity 
Degrees Simia of Mean 
Source of variation of freedom squares squares 
liigressiSHTR^TBp™-™- niTDUl 
Errors of estimate, 
(1»R'2)Sv^ 24 952,769 38.865 
Total g6 1050.770 
~T"^~i9700Q738.865 "^17^ (insignificant! 
Regress ionTl^^y- 2 361.368 180.684*"' 
Errors of Estisiate, 
B (1.^52)3^2 24 776.081 32.357 
Total " 26 1137.449 
F = 180.684/32.337 « 5.59 (signifioant) 
" Regr 0 s s ion 3'2'^y^ 2 3^8^T7'9""""" 
Errors of Estiraate 
C . (l-R2)Sy'^ 24 1150.325 47.930 
Total 26 1767.280 
F - 308.479/47.93T^S~674FThiihly signlficint] " 
-"-Significant 
-:K®lghly significant 
•fMethod taken from Snedecor's Statistical ifethods (59) 
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significant. These results indicate that as tha araount of 
^I'aiii is increased in tli.6 ration the influence of dry natter 
consumption and liveweiglit on rrdlk production becomes more 
Hiarke d. 
G. Influence of Size of Animal on Nutrient 
Consumption 
In the analysis and intorpretation of this problem we 
should have some insight on the effect of size of the animal 
on its ability to consume nutrients on different planes of 
feeding. The regression of dry matter consiuaption on live-
Vf'oighfc was calculated for 49 groups of steers'*' (values used 
v-?ere sie&ns of the eight animals in each group) whose vreights 
ranged from 540 to 800 pounds. The correlation was only 
0.141 ±0»140 and the average increase in dry matter consump­
tion per pound Increase in liveweight v;as 0.0025 pound. The 
correlation between dry matfcor consuiaption and livev;eight for 
steers ranging from 800 to 1200 pounds in liveweight (SO groLtps 
of a animals each) was 0»85S ±0.031, ?jhile Vne regression co­
efficient ?/aa 0.0S72j which is about 10 tlines as large as that 
for the sraaller animals* 
"The data for calculating thesi~va'lues were obtained from tiie 
results of steer feeding trials conducted by the Aniaal 
Eusbandry Subsection of the Iowa Agricultural Experitiient 
Station, and T,7ere used by permission of C.C.Gulbertsonj in 
charge of that subsection. 
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These figijres are in harmony with the accepted ciirvilinsar 
reletionship beti^een nutrient consumption and the live^veight of 
jQvui^ gro?/ing animals. For cattle that are practically gromi 
this relationship is more nearly linear. Correlations between 
these two factors v/ere computed for all the dairy cattle feed­
ing ezperixaents conducted at this station since 1933. Tahle 
XVI aho?7S those values. 
TABLE XVI 
Correlatiorxs between Dry Matter Consuniption and 
Livevieight for Dairy Cattle on Different Planes 
of Peeding (49) (13) (67) (6) 
Character Experimenter Date of Correlation 
of ration experiment 
High fiber Morris 3: Coletti 1953-35 0.592 0.127 
I./)w fiber Morris & Coletti 1933-35 0.605 + 0.124 
High fat Williams 1935-38 0.860 4* 0.042 
Mediiiin fat V/illiains 1935-38 0.876 + 0.038 
Rouj^hage alone Antrey 1938-40 0.641 •r 0.116 
Limited grain Autrey 1938-40 0.587 -f 0.116 
Pull grain Autrey 1938-40 0.343 ± 0.173 
It is Interesting that there ?,'ere very wide fluctuations 
in the quantities of dry matter consumed by the cattle under 
full grain feeding conditions. The resulting correlation 
(r " 0.343 ±0.173) is so low as to be practicalls!- insignificant. 
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H. Influence of Sise of Aniaal on Physiologic 
Efficlencj'" 
In order to determine the effect of the sizie of an aiiiirial 
on its efficiency at utilizing the nutrients of rations con­
taining varying aaiounts of grain and roughage, the regression 
of the ratio, fat corrected lailk produced / total digestible 
nutrients consumed, on liveweight was coraputed. The signifi­
cant n©£;;ative correlations sho;vxi in table XVII illustrate that 
small cows are more efficient iillk producers, physio log icairiy, 
than larger ones. This is to be expected since larger covis 
require a greater proportion of their nutrients for maintenance. 
Hence, it was considered desirable to calculate the correla­
tions between liveweight and the ratio, fat corrected inilk pro-
duced / digestible nutrients consmed above mintenance. 
table XVII 
Correlations between Livewight and Each of TvfO 
Measures of Physiologic Efficiency^ for Three 
Rations 
/T eD«I'l • 
F.C.M./T .D.N. 
P.O. Above 'i'aaintenance 
Ration Correlation : Ration Correlation 
A -0.600 ±0.124 • il -O.SOl ±0.177 
B -0.636 ± 0.115 : B -0.056 ±0.194 
C -0.614 ± 0.121 ; G O.OVO ±0.193 
<» — 
As can be seen from table XVII, when the latter aieasure 
of physiologic efficiency is used the differences hetf^een 
large and ssall cows are very small regardless of the ration 
fed,, though there is a slightly greater correlation in favor 
of the sinall oows on higher levels of roughage feeding® On 
r?!tion C there is actually a slight increase in efficiency as 
the animals get larger (The correlation coefficient illustrat­
ing this point is by no s©ans significant, ho^vever)* 
I« Eeonoraic Efficiency 
In order to compare the three different planes of feeding 
from the standpoint of economy of production, table XVIII was 
prepared to show the returns above feed cost at three butterfat 
prices, tv/o hay prices and tliree grain prices. 
An analysis of this table reveals that for the experiBient 
as a vifhole, when using Kodorate prices, the returns above feed 
cost are not greatly different for any tv;o of the rations, 
though the roughage alone and limited graixi feeding are slight­
ly liiore profitable. If grain coats |30.00 per tan, even when 
butterfat brings iiO.35 per poxmd^ the limited grain and no grain 
feeding are most profitable. With high-priced butterfat and 
grain at C'^S.OO per ton, full grain feeding proves to be about 
as profitable as when the other two levels are used» 
TABLE XVIII, Returns over Feed Coat (for 6-tv8ek periods) at Different Butterfat 







; Grain : 
J per : 






G"^ A + 
'eribd 1 n— 
G"^ 
§21.00 §10.81 !|12.27 fiT;o2 ^10.57 9.02 ^ : 9»33 o 7.03 S5 7.55 i 6.68 
25.00 10.81 11.71 9.88 10.57 8.52 8.36 7.03 7.06 5.97 
f;6.oo 50.00 10.81 11.01 8,45 10.57 7.89 7.13 7.03 6.44 5.07 
^.25 21.00 9.88 11.22 10.05 9.42 7.92 S .33 5.82 6.51 5.59 
10.00 25.00 9.88 10.66 8.91 9.42 7.42 7.35 5.82 6.02 4.38 
30.00 9.88 9 .96 7.48 9.42 6.79 6,12 5.82 5.40 3.98 
21.00'^" "'^13 .15 15.29 14.18 12.93 11.42 12.06 8.83 9.69 8.95 
„ 25.00 15.15 14.73 13.04 12.93 10.92 11.09 8.83 9.20 8.24 
0.30''^''" 
6.00'"' " 30.00 13 .15 14.03 11.61 12.93 10.29 9.86 8.83 8.58 7.34 
21.00 12.23 14.24 lo .21 11.78 10.32 11.06 7.62 8.65 7.86 
10.00 25.00 12.23 13.68 12.07 11.78 9.82 10.08 7*62 8.16 7.15 
30.00 12.23 12.98 10.64 11.78 9.19 8.85 7.62 7 . 54 6,25 
21.00 15.78 18.6S 17,65 15.55 14.07 15.08 10.84 12.09 11.46 
6.00 25.00 15.78 18.06 16.51 15.55 13.57 14.11 10.84 11.60 10.75 
30.00 15.78 17.36 15.08 15.55 12.94 12.88 10.84 10.98 9.85 
0.35 21.00 14.85 17.57 16 .68 14.40 12.97 14.08 9.63 11.05 10.37 
10.00 25 .00 14.85 17.01 15.54 14.40 12.47 13.10 9.63 10.56 9 .66 
30.00 14,85 16.31 14.11 14.40 11.84 11.87 9.63 9.94 8.76 
-J5- For all calculations skiimnilk was priced at ^|0*25 per cwt, and silage at ;;i;4«00 
per ton. 
i-"- Prices prevailing at this station at tiie completion of tlie experiment. 
4 Rations; A = roustLa^:;© alone; B « limited grain; G « full grain. 
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The analysis further shows thats 
1» As the lactation period advances the differences in 
returns above feed cost in favor of high roughage ratiOHv^ 
•become greater. This seems logical aince it i3 known that 
grain is aost effective In bringing about increased produc­
tion when the producing capacity of the cow is greatest; i.e« 
in the early psi-t of the lactation. 
2. As grain prices increase the differences in returns 
above feed cost, when grain is fed, are increasingly greater 
for early lactation than for later.. This is not strange 
since^ r/hen production is high inore grain is fed so that 
higher grain prices exert a greater influence on the returns 
than at lower production levels. 
By using the average prices received iii local loYJa markets 
by producers^, the returns above feed cost for the cattle in 
this experiment were calculated (table XK), The table shoves 
that the differences between the rations from the standpoint 
returns above feed cost are quite 3r.iall« The results are 
almost identical with those in table XVIII 's^hich represent the 
returns on the basis of prices prevailing at this station at 
the completion of the experiment. 
'^tfhe'se prices','compiled by the''tf3«i)»Ai.' Service^ 
were taken from the lovsra Farm Outlook, 1936-40. 
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TABffi XIK 
Returns above Peed Costs (average for 6 week periods) 
of Dairy Go-f,'S on Three Planes of Feeding. (Prices used 











t per ; 
;ton : 
Roughaii0 • iiiiiited': Full 
Alone 1 Grain ;!Jrain 
• A 
i^iarch g 0.51 ?7.96 ®21.0g $ 11.16 112.30 ai2.1S 
July 0»28 6.72 20,64 10.16 11.07 10.81 
November 0.52 7.18 19.51 11.32 13.21 13.24 
•it- For all calculations skiimrdlk vjas priced at ^0*25 per c?;t.<i 
and silage at ;iH.OO per ton. 
After calcLilating a niaaber of values for returns above 
feed coat arbitrary with prices of the feeds and value of the 
product, it was considered desirable to have some niUiierical 
measiiro of the value of grain in the dairy ration. To obtain 
thia measure;, a fonaula developed by Cannon and Espe (9) vtas 
employed« 
This formula is; 
Vry "" (T»D*]^i»J>) Cw p P P O - •  -  1  -  - r  -  - - ^ ^  •  •  -  -  I  - n -  • •  I I - 1 ,  m  i' ^  ^  
T 9 .D»i)]« 
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Vvhere V,.. ® value of grain in the ration 
6 
T.D.N.ff = total digestible nutrients in 100 pounds 
° of grain 
T.D.N.p " total dii^;estilDle nutrients in 100 pouiids 
of hay 
Cj, - aiiiount of replaced hay 
amouiit of grain consumed 
Pj - price of one pound of butterfat 
T ~ total digestible nutrients to produce 
one pound of butterfat 
Py ® price of 100 pounds of Mj 
The value of T»D,N.£ was eight in all of the calculations3 
livhile the other values were variable. In table XX is a summary 
of the calculated values of ^rain at different hay and butter­
fat prices. These \i?ei'e calculated for both of the experiments 
(1938-39 and 1939-40). 
Prom this table it can be seen that on a gix^en ration 
(limited grain or full grain) an increase of |0»05 in the 
price of a pound of butterfat, v/ith a given hay price, causes 
an increase in the value of grain of |0o30 to tsO.56 per hundred 
pounds. In the first experiment it is seen tiiat grain fed as 
in ration B was v/orth ^0»13 to i|0.31 (depending upon the price 
of hay and the value of the product) snore per hundred pounds 
than that in ration C. In the 1939-40 exiJeriment the situation 
was reversed. Grain fed in ration C was worth |0.09 to $.0.22 
more per hundredweight than when fed as in ration B. 
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TA3IE XX 
Value of Grain (per 100 lbs.) in the Dairy Cow's 
Ration 
Hay price butterfat 
(ton) price (lb.) 
: 1938-39 1939 -40 
; B C B G 
^i!6»00 iO.25 : 11.91 |l,70 §1.75 |l.89 
•1 0.50 t S • kiQ 2.01 2.07 2.25 
»*  0.35 : 2»62 2.31 2.39 2.61 
8.00 0.25 : 1.95 1.76 1.79 1.92 
fi 0.50 ; 2.31 2.07 2.11 2.28 
Tt 0.35 ; 2.66 2.37 2.43 2.64 
lOaOO 0,25 : 1.99 1.82 1.S3 1.96 
0 .oO : 2,35 2.12 2.16 2 .31 
n 0.55 : 2.70 2.43 2.48 2.67 
12«00 0.25 : 2.03 1.88 1.88 1.99 
0.30 J 2.39 2.18 g.20 2.35 
u 0.35 t 2.75 2.49 2.52 2.70 
16.00 0.25 ; 2.12 1.99 1.96 2.05 
I! 0.30 : 2,48 2»30 2.29 2.41 
0.35 ; 2.83 2.60 2.61 2.77 
In table XXI is shorn the value of grain in the dairy 
ration when calculated by using actual grain and butterfat 
prices, as in table XIX« 
TABIB XXI 
Value of 100 Pounds of {Jrain in the Dairy Gov^'3 Ration 
(Prices used are averages of lou'a i4arket prices for 
the years 19S6-40|| 
Tlxiie"of ~ Hay price"" Butterfat I llriiTteT PulT" 
year per ton price (lb) : Grain (B) grain (C) 
March #7.96 fO.Sl : $2.29 |2.25 
July 6.78 0.28 s 2.06 g.OS 
Noveinber 7.18 0.32 ; 2.S4 2.30 
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It can be seen that there are differences of only three 
or four cents between the TO lues per hundredv;ei^;,ht of grain 
when fed as limited grain and vjhen fed in "full" amounts* 
'These results agree very closely with those in table XX. 
At first thought these latter results (of tables >S 
and XXJ.) iiiay sees contradictory to inferences that might 
have been drawn from the analyses of tables XVIII and XIX« 
Some of the apparent discrepance lies in the fact that in 
the latter tables only rations B and C ware compared while 
using ration A as the basis for determining Cx> (amount of 
replacei hay / ainount of grain consumed). In calculating 
the amount of replaced hay, the consumption of hay on rations 
B and C, respsctively, were subtracted fror.- that consmnption 
on ration A, the assuraption being mdo that vdien grain is 
added to the ration, some of the roughage v/ill be replaced. 
Another source of error might b© in the converting of silage 
into a hay equivalent. But the author considors that ths 
most Important point brought out in these results is that the 
differences between the rations, with respect to the criterion 
of "economic efficiency," are Insignificant under normal mid-
western price conditions. The results from the tvv'o years of 
experimentation tend to balance, so that the value of grain 
is about the same when full-fed as when fed in liiaited amounts* 
V» DISCUSSIOK 0? RESULTS 
One of the inost Important effects of the high roughage 
levels of feeding was that the anismls receiving little or no 
grain lost v/oight* Although these losses v/ero not so great, 
it is ahnoririal for cattle, particularly v/hon iinniature, to lose 
\?eight over a six-woek period in mid-lactation. As shown 
earlier, these losses in liveweight parallel rather closely 
the deficiencies in nutrient consiraption. The cattle on 
rations A sad B failed to consume sufficient nutrients to meet 
their calculated r'equirerrtents for rnaintenance and milk produc­
tion, especially in the early part of the lactation. 
It is interesting tliat the total nutrient consumption in­
creased slightly as the lactation period advanced (see fig. g)» 
This seems strange but jnay be explained, at least in part, by 
the fact that the quality of feed, particularly the hay, was 
better in the later periods# As can be seen from the proximate 
analyses in table XXII tiie hay and silage feeds contained a 
slightly larger proportion of nutrients in the later periods. 
Further illustration that the hay quality T;as poorer in 
the first period than later lies in the fact that the cattle 
on roughage alone consumed considerably less hay than the usual 
1:3 (hayjsilage) ratio provides. This was not the case in the 
next two periods. 
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Hie results show that grain feeding caused significant 
increases in the total dry matter consuBiption (table VII). 
This confirraa previous experimental results at this ststion 
(6)» Although this is true, the consumption of dry matter 
from roughage was depressed at an increasing rate as the 
aisount of grain in the ration was increased, though when a 
pound of grain was added to the ration, the amount of hay 
eaten was not reduced 'by a full pound. It is well to remem­
ber that this result v;as for a period only six v/eelcs in 
length. In this connection, Headley (30) reports that ivhere 
cattle are accustomed to eating large quantities of roughage, 
grain added to the ration ivill replace hay pound for pound, 
b?at only after the cattle have been on the grain ration for 
soine time. Tliis observation is in harmony with Petersen's 
results (53)» 
It is well to note, also, that according to U.S.D.A, 
"workers (24} if cattle have access to less than 110 per cent 
of the amount of roughage consumed, the total consiuription will 
be somewhat reduced. In the experiments reported herein the 
cattle were offered all the roiighage they Tjould "clean-up" but 
an effort was made to avoid wastage in order that the amount 
consuffiod and cheinical analysis might be accurately determined. 
Kence it is very possible that the cattle did not consume their 
iiiaximum amount. 
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The livewelght losses suffered by the high roughage 
groups as compared to the liveweight gains by animals on full 
grain feeding serve also to partly explain the greater "physio­
logic efficiency" of the foraer. The cattle on ration G con­
sumed almost ©saetly the calculated nutrient rsquirsinents for 
maintenance and siilk production, but there was an appreciable 
liveweight gain in every period. For these reasons, it is 
perhaps unfair to the full grain ration to accuse it of being 
as lovt, relatively, in so-called "physiologic efficiency" as 
the ratios suggest. 
In the multiple regression analysis of fat corrected ailk 
as dependent upon liveweight and dry inatter conscription, it 
•y/ill be recalled that on ration A there was an increase of 
0«566 poimd of railk per pound of increase in dry matter eon-
sumption. The figure i^as 0»790 for ration B and 1.384 for 
ration C. The 3xicrease from 0,566 to 0»790 (B over A) is 
largely due to the greater percentage of digestible nutrients 
in the dry matter of the limited grain ration, and hence the 
greater productive power. Another point that may have a bear­
ing upon the above difference is the theoretical supplenentary 
action of the nutrients of roughage and grain, which is, of 
course, present in ration 3 but absent in ration A» 
The difference between rations B and C (0.790 and 1.384) 
from the standpoint of mlllc increment per pound increase in 
dry matter consumption seems quite large, but is primarily due 
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to the greater proportion of digestible nutrients in ration 
C. These results are in accord with Petersen's observations 
(53)« 
On ration B there was a higher correlation between milk 
production and livswoight (ry]_ = 0.369) than on rations A and 
G, This is in keeping with the theory that when the amount of 
grain fed is limited there Is optlraum utilization of nutrients. 
One of the priinary objectives in conducting this experi­
ment was to compare three different planes of feeding from the 
standpoint of economic efflciency« But to arrive at a fair 
and yet a worthwhile measure of the comparative value of these 
rations resolves Itself into a difficult job, since there are 
several factors to be considered. In calculating the value of 
grain in the dairy ration, and the returns above feed cost at 
specified feed and butterfat prices, it is recognized that the 
procedure my not be economically sound, strictly speaking? but 
it is believed that the results obtained from such calculations 
are of practical value in judging the different systems of feed­
ing under varying price conditions* 
The results of these calculations show that under normal 
price conditions (table XIX) the grain of ration B is about 
eqiial in value per pound to tii8.t of ration C ?jhen fed to dairy 
cows J and the farmer ntay profitably feed heavily, or he may 
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limit the aiuoimt of ^I'ain in the ration, his decision depend­
ing largely upon the availalDility of grain and roughages» Of 
coui'*se, substantial increases in the price of butterfat will 
enhance the value of grain in the ration. 
The rather complex design and analysis eraploj-ed herein to 
'breakdoTO the ration effects on milk production raay seem super­
ficial to some, but it long has been recognised by investigators 
in dairy cattle nutrition that it is not alt^ays easy to obtain 
an accurate comparison of different planes of feedingj particu­
larly in shorfc-tinie experiments* Willard of the V/yoming Station 
(6S) criticizes the ch-smge-over experiment quite severely and 
siaintains that it is practically ii'apossible for a full grain 
ration to show to its full advantages when preceded by a low 
plans of feeding. B\;t the results of the present experiment 
Indicate that the design employed has been successful in re­
vising the above idea. It has apparently allowed the proper 
evaluation of ration effects as separate from carry-over effects. 
Koivever, although the results show that the design of this 
experiment was successful in alloifing the data to be siabjected 
to a thorough statistical analysis, the experisnent rnay be 
critized on certain points. Two such points are: 
1, The results of a winter-feeding experiment, such as 
this, may be limited in application because there is no measure 
of the performance of the cattle on pasture (There are 5-6 
months of past^sre season annually In the Mid-west). 
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2® Though ration eiTscts can b© readily discerned in a 
short-time experdji-ent, as this one, the brevity of the ex-
periraent doubtless results in the failure of such ration ef­
fects as irapaired health and condition of the anisials to be 
evidenced at their fullest# The type of design e-mplo^^ed in 
this investigation could probably be used to greater advanta 
if larger nunfoers of aniraals isere available, and if the ex-
periiiient could bo iimde to extend over three or four years. 
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VI. SUivMY AID G®CDJSI®S 
1* A double change-over dairy cattle feeding experiment 
waa conducted at this station in 1939""40 to study the relative 
vrortl'i of ttoee different planes of feeding (roughage alone, 
limited grain and full grain). For certain of the anal^'ses 
data were also taken from a similar experiaient conducted in 
1958-39 (6). 
2. Cattle receiving a limited grain ration consmned aignifi-
cantly; greater amotints of digestible nutrients than did those 
on roughage alone; and likewise those receiving the full grain 
feed consumed F.ore digestible nutrients than the anlrtials on 
lisiited grain. Although the addition of grain to the ration 
enhanced the total nutrient consuj^iption, the amount of digest­
ible nutrients consumed from the roughage portion was decreased 
considerably. 
3. The cattle on roughage alone and those on liirdted grain 
consumed insufficient nutrients to meet their calculated re~ 
quirements and as a result lost TOight. This was not the case 
with the full grain fed cattle. 
4. Statistical analysis of the "physiologic efficiency 
ratios" (fat corrected milk / digestible nutrients consumed 
above irialntenance) showed the differences between the rations 
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to Td8 highly significant and in favor of the high roiighage 
levels of feeding. Howveva the greatsr efficiency of the 
high roughage rations decreased considerably as the stage of 
lactation advanced, so that by the end of the third period 
there was very little difference bet?/een the rations from the 
standpoint of this Bioasuroirient» The average pounds of milk 
produced for each pound of digestible nutrients consmaed above 
maintenance were 5.76 for the cattle on roughage alone, 4.09 
for the limited grain group and 3.80 for the full grain group* 
Although the "ratios" for the aniEials on rations A and 3 were 
higher than those on ration C, since the animals lost con~ 
siderablQ ¥;eight while on the high roughage levels of feed­
ing, it is siiggested that the real physiologic efficiency of 
ration C is not so lov/, relatively, as the ratios indicate. 
5. The results of this trial shov; that ^ mder midwestern 
price conditions as diiring the past 5-6 years, it will pay 
farmers to include at least a lirdted amoiuit of grain in their 
dairy rations. However, if butterfat prices decx'ease to |0.25 
per pound, or less, and/or grain prices approach iJgO.OO per 
ton laany dairy farmers will doubtless find it vjise to decrease 
the amount of grain fed, or eliminate it entirely. 
6. The double change-over design used in this experiiaent 
vvas apparently successful in allowing a thorough analysis and 
interpretation of the results. Tne carry-over effects were 
adequately discerned from the true ration effects. 
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